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Abstract

This study addresses the structural performance

of one- and two-bay large-diameter discrete-bearing

rotary joints for application to truss-beam structures

such as Space Station Freedom. Finite element analy-

ses are performed to determine values for rotary joint

parameters that give the same bending vibration fre-

quency as the parent truss beam. The structural
masses and maximum internal loads of these joints

are compared to determine their relative structural

efficiency. Results indicate that no significant dif-

ference exists in the masses of one- and two-bay ro-

tary joints. This conclusion is reinforced with closed-

form calculations of rotary joint structural efficiency

in extension. Also, transition truss-member loads are

higher in the one-bay rotary joint. However, because

of the increased buckling strength of these members,

the external load-carrying capability of the one-bay

concept is higher than that of the two-bay concept.

Introduction

The original reference configuration description

(ref. 1) for Space Station Freedom introduced the con-

cept of a large rotary joint within the truss structure
which allows for slewing of the solar arrays. Subse-

quent developments have established a rotary joint

design that occupies one truss bay and incorporates
an annular ring with discrete bearings attached to

transition truss members. (See fig. 1.) A rotary joint

of similar design may be used in a variety of missions

following Space Station Freedom. An example is the

in-space construction facility, which is shown in fig-

ure 2 and explained in detail in reference 2. This

facility will use rotary joints for solar power system

pointing and for slewing of a large space crane (ref. 3)

to help position payloads.

An early study of a discrete-bearing rotary joint

(ref. 4) determined that the structural efficiency of

the joint is highly dependent on the ring diameter

and transition truss-member length; the structural

efficiency is defined as the ratio of the joint stiff-

ness (i.e., extensional, bending, or torsional) to the

joint mass. Because of the operational considerations
identified in reference 5, the rotary joint should oc-

cupy an integral number of bay lengths of the par-
ent truss beam, that is, the truss beam to which the

rotary joint is attached. Therefore, only geometries
occupying one- and two-bay lengths are currently be-

ing considered. A recent study (ref. 6) addressed the
effect of ring diameter in a two-bay rotary joint. This

study showed that the total mass of the rotary joint
can be minimized by using a ring diameter nearly as

large as the depth of the parent truss beam.

The purpose of the present study is to compare
the masses of one- and two-bay rotary joints for a

range of ring diameters. As a criterion, the vibra-

tion frequencies of a portion of truss that includes

the rotary joint should be greater than or equal to

that of a similar portion of truss with no rotary joint.

Therefore, the relative efficiencies of different rotary

joints are determined by comparing their structural

masses. The bending and torsional frequencies are

determined by using finite element analysis of the free

vibration in a portion of the Space Station Freedom
structure that contains the rotary joint. The exten-

sional efficiency of these rotary joints is analyzed in

closed form and presented in the appendix to pro-

vide qualitative support to the finite element analy-

sis. Also, internal loads are determined for statically

applied external bending and torsional moments,
and the results are compared for the rotary joint

concepts.

Symbols

A

B,C

d

E

fb, ft

fb,baseline

ft,baseline

l

M

n

P

Pcr

Pm_x

P_

Pn

t

O_

cross-sectional area of transition truss

members, in 2

groups of equal-length transition truss
members

ring diameter, ft

Young's modulus, lb/in 2

first bending and first torsion frequen-

cies of structure with rotary joint, Hz

first bending frequency of structure
without rotary joint, Hz

first torsion frequency of structure

without rotary joint, Hz

base width of transition truss, ft

total mass of transition truss, Ibm

=B,C

extensional load of transition truss, lbf

Euler buckling load of transition truss
members, lbf

maximum transition truss-member

compression load, lbf

component of load in member n along

direction of displacement, lbf

loads in member n of transition truss,

lbf

thickness of cross section of annular

ring, in.

rotation angle of rotary joint, deg
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_n

P

dimension parameter for member n

(see fig. A2)

ratio of transition truss length to its
base width

extension in member n of the transi-

tion truss, in.

material density of transition truss,

lbm/in 3

ratio of transition truss extensional

stiffness to mass, lbf/lbm

Concept Definition

The rotary joint consists of an annular ring con-
nected to the truss beam by 12 transition truss mem-

bers inboard and 12 members outboard of the ring.
(See fig. 3.) Three transition truss members connect

each node on the end face of the parent truss beam

with three points on the ring separated by 45 ° . This

pattern is repeated four times around the ring to form

an octagon of attachment points. The inboard tran-

sition members are connected directly to the ring,
and the outboard transition members are connected

to eight discrete-bearing assemblies. These bearing
assemblies are mounted to a bearing track on the

ring and interconnected by cross-tie members that

maintain spacing and transmit circumferential loads

between assemblies. The bearing assemblies trans-

mit radial and thrust loads to the ring. The thrust

loads are normal to the plane of the ring.

The structural characteristics of the discrete-

bearing rotary joint change with rotation angle c_ as

shown in figure 4. For _ = 0° and multiples of 45 °,

the transition truss-attachment points align across
the ring; thus, member loads pass directly across the

ring. However, for all other rotation angles, the tran-

sition truss-attachment points do not align across the

ring, so load transfer causes bending and torsion of

the ring. Therefore, the ring should be designed with

sufficient stiffness to minimize variation in the equiv-

alent stiffness of the rotary joint with rotation angle.

To maintain the performance of the parent truss

beam, the equivalent stiffness of the rotary joint
should be greater than or equal to that of the par-

ent truss beam. However, since it is difficult to

derive explicit values for equivalent bending and tor-

sional stiffness, this criterion requires that the bend-

ing and torsional vibration frequencies of a portion

of the truss structure that contains the rotary joint

are greater than or equal to those of an equivalent

structure with no rotary joint. Therefore, the analy-

sis is reduced to sizing the ring with adequate stiff-

ness for the frequencies to be essentially invariant

with rotation angle and determining the transition

truss-member stiffness that provides adequate rotary
joint stiffness for a given ring diameter. Finally, the

relative efficiencies of different rotary joints can be

determined by comparing their structural masses.

Description of Finite Element Models

The structural performance of the rotary joint

concepts is evaluated with finite element models de-

veloped by using the Engineering Analysis Language

(ref. 7). These models (fig. 5) represent one-half of

the Space Station Freedom truss structure or the span

from the tip of the transverse boom to the center of

the module cluster (fig. 1) and consist of fourteen 5-m
truss bays. One model is constructed without a ro-

tary joint, and the other two models contain a one-

and two-bay rotary joint, respectively. The model

without the rotary joint is used to determine base-
line vibration frequencies of the transverse boom. All

models are cantilevered at the end that corresponds

to the center of the module cluster, and the rotary
joint is assumed to be locked to prevent rotation.

Information on structural components and at-
tached masses for these models was derived from un-

published preliminary design data for Space Station

Freedom. The truss members are modeled with only

axial stiffness and sized to represent graphite/epoxy

tubes with a thin, adhesively bonded outer layer of
aluminum. The tubes are 2 in. in diameter with a

cross-sectional area of 0.5 in 2, a Young's modulus

of 14.4 × 106 psi, and a density of 0.065 lbm/in 3.

The truss nodes have a mass of 10.5 lbm each, which
is represented by concentrated masses within the
model.

The solar arrays and radiators are modeled as

rigid beams with masses of 670 lbm and 518 lbm;
these beams are assumed to be rigid to eliminate

local vibration. The solar-array mass is divided into

two parts with half placed at each end. The radiator

mass is similarly divided between its two end points.

These solar arrays and radiators are attached to four

nodes on the face of the truss by rigid beams as shown

in the inset of figure 5. An additional mass of 76 lbm

is placed at the base of each solar array to represent

the deployment cannister, and a mass of 2380 lbm is

placed at the base of each radiator to represent the

power management and distribution module.

The rotary joint transition truss members are as-

sumed to have the same material properties as the
transverse boom truss members, and their cross-

sectional area is varied in the study. Although the

design of the annular ring is beyond the scope of the

present study, a detailed ring analysis presented in

reference 6 indicated that a 6-in-square aluminum



crosssectionwith a prescribedthicknessprovides
anestimateof ringsizefor masscalculations.This
thicknessis alsodeterminedin thestudy. Theout-
boardtransitiontrussmembersareattachedto the
annularring by linearsprings,whichrepresentthe
bearingassemblies.Thestiffnessof thesespringsis
assumedto beverylarge(107lbf/in.) andthushas
noeffecton the vibrationof the structure. These
springsareincludedbecausetheypermitdirecteval-
uationof loadsin thebearingassemblies.

Discussion of Results

The performanceof one- and two-bayrotary
joints in bendingand torsionis analyticallyevalu-
atedasa functionof ring thickness,ring diameter,
andtransitiontruss-memberaxialstiffness.Thefirst
bendingandfirst torsionfrequenciesofthestructure
arederivedfromfiniteelementanalysisandplotted
for rangesofthesevariables.Rotaryjointsthat pro-
videthe samevibrationfrequencyasthe structure
withoutarotaryjoint areconsideredacceptable.For
all geometriesstudied,the lowesttwo vibrationfre-
quenciescorrespondedto bendingin twoplanes,and
thethird lowestfrequencycorrespondedto torsion.

Annular Ring Thickness

Variationsin thetrussvibrationfrequenciesasa
functionof the rotationanglearecausedprimarily
byannularringflexibility.Asshownin reference6,a
ring crosssectionsizedfor the largestringdiameter
wouldbe adequatefor smallerdiameterrings. Be-
causeofthepayloadenvelopelimitationof theshut-
tle cargobay,themaximumpracticalringdiameter
isassumedto bc14ft. Therefore,thethicknessofthe
annularringisselectedfromthecomparisonofvibra-
tion frequencyat (_= 0° and(_= 22.5 ° for models

with ring diameters of 14 ft and transition truss mem-

bers that have an area and modulus equal to those
of the nominal truss struts (EA -- 7.2 × 106 lbf).

Figures 6(a) and 6(5) show the first bending fre-

quency and first torsion frequency as functions of the

thickness of the annular ring for the one- and two-bay

rotary joints, respectively. For ring thicknesses larger

than 0.05 in., little change occurs in the frequencies.

Therefore, an annular ring thickness of 0.05 in. was

chosen for all subsequent analyses.

Effect of Transition Truss-Member

Stiffness and Ring Diameter

The length of each transition truss member and

the angle that each member makes with the plane

of the ring are increased as the ring diameter is de-
creased. This effect causes a loss in stiffness in the

rotary joint that must be overcome by increasing

the extensional stiffness (cross-sectional area) of the

transition truss members. An acceptable rotary joint

requires a combination of ring diameter and transi-

tion truss-member stiffness that provides frequencies

greater than or equal to those of the truss with no

rotary joint.

The first bending frequencies for the one- and

two-bay rotary joint concepts are plotted ill fig-

ures 7(a) and 7(5) as functions of the ring diame-
ter and transition truss-member cross-sectional area.

The frequencies are normalized to the first bend-

ing frequency of the structure without a rotary joint

(fb,b_cline ---- 0.27 Hz). The first torsion frequen-
cies for the one- and two-bay rotary joint concepts

(figs. 7(c) and 7(d)) are normalized to the first tor-

sional frequency of the structure without a rotary

joint (ft,baseline ---- 0.46 Hz). Comparing figures 7(a)
with 7(c) and 7(b) with 7(d), it is impossible to select

combinations of ring diameter and transition truss-

member cross-sectional area which provide both the

first bending and first torsion frequencies equal to the

baseline values. These combinations are impossible

because a rotary joint that matches the parent truss-

bending stiffness has a higher torsional stiffness than

the parent truss. Thus, we need to require only that

the bending stiffness of the rotary joint match that

of the parent truss, and that the torsional stiffness is

higher than necessary.

Acceptable combinations of ring diameter and
transition truss-member cross-sectional area are de-

rived from figures 7(a) and 7(b) by locating points

on the 1.0 normalized frequency line. For example,

an acceptable one-bay rotary joint with a ring diam-
eter of 10 ft would be derived from figure 7(a) by

following the curve for the ring diameter of 10 ft un-
til it intersects the 1.0 normalized frequency line and

then interpolating to find the correct cross-sectional

area. For this particular case, an appropriate area is
about 1.27 in 2. Table I summarizes necessary transi-

tion truss-member cross-sectional areas for both one-

and two-bay rotary joints.

Rotary Joint Structural Mass

The total structural mass of the rotary joint

can be calculated using the transition truss cross-

sectional area and the ring diameter given in table I.

Nonstructural masses, such as bearing assemblies,

thermal control, and power transfer hardware, are

essentially independent of the concept and are thus

ignored for comparison purposes. Although the two-

bay rotary joint displaces an extra bay from the truss

beam as shown in figure 8, it eliminates four nodes
from the truss beam that must be replaced using an

3



TableI. TransitionTruss-Member
Cross-SectionalArea

Ring
diameter,ft

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

Transitiontruss-memberarea,in2
One-bay

rotaryjoint
3.70
2.00
1.27
.83
.65
.49
.38

Two-bay
rotaryjoint

1.55
1.10
.81
.60
.48
.38
.31

ancillarystructureto allowformobiletransporterop-
erations(ref. 5). Themobiletransporterisa utility
vehiclethat attachesto the trussnodesandmoves
alongthetrussbeaminone-bayincrements.

Sincethis ancillarystructure is undefined,its
massis impossibleto calculate.However,thisstruc-
ture shouldbe no moremassivethan a singlebay
of truss(138.4lbm). If theancillarystructureisas-
sumedto havethismass,thentherelativeefficiencies
of theone-andtwo-bayrotary jointscanbeevalu-
atedbysimplycomparingthesumsof theirringand
transitiontrussmasses.

Structuralmassvariationsfor theone-andtwo-
bayrotaryjoint componentsareshownasfunctions
of ring diameterin figures9(a)and9(b). Sincethe
ringcrosssectionis fixed,its massisproportionalto
its diameter.The total massof the rotaryjoint is
dominatedby themassof the transitiontruss,and
both massesdecreasedramaticallywith increasing
ring diameter.A comparisonof thetotal structural
massfor theone-andtwo-bayrotaryjointsisshown
in figure10. Thisgraphshowsthat very little dif-
ferenceexistsin the total massof thesetwo joint
conceptsfor ring diametersgreaterthan10ft. This
resultis reinforcedby closed-formcalculations,pre-
sentedin the appendix,whichshowthat the most
efficienttransitiontrusslengthfor extensionalload-
ing is betweenthe lengthsof theone-andtwo-bay
rotaryjoints, andthemassesof thesetwojointsare
approximatelythesame.

The importanceof the error in estimatingthe
ancillarystructuremassfor thetwo-bayrotaryjoint
canbeevaluatedby usingfigure10. If the actual
massof thisstructureis belowtheassumedvalueof
138.4lbm, then the total masscurvefor the two-
bayjoint shouldbeloweredbythedifferencein these
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values. This curvecanbe lowered50 to 75 Ibm
withoutcausingthetwo-bayrotaryjoint to become
significantlymoreefficientthantheone-bayconcept.
Thus,nosignificantdifferenceexistsin theefficiency
ofthesetwoconceptsforanyreasonableassumption
of themassof theancillarystructure.

Maximum Internal Forces in Rotary Joint

To complete the comparison of structural perfor-

mance of the one- and two-bay rotary joints, the load
distributions within the joints must be studied to de-

termine their relative load-carrying capabilities. The
primary loads in the Space Station Freedom structure

are due to transient response to external forces. Be-

cause of the constraint that all rotary joints have the
same stiffness as the parent truss and the conclusion

that the masses are not greatly different between the

one- and two-bay concepts, the transient response of
the structure should be essentially independent of the

rotary joint concept. Therefore, a comparison of the

load distributions within the rotary joints is based

on static bending and torsion moments applied to

the structure as shown in figure 11. The magnitude
of both these moments is arbitrarily selected to be
25O0 ft-lbf.

The maximum transition truss-member compres-

sion loads due to the statically applied bending mo-

ment are shown in figures 12(a) and 12(5) for the

one- and two-bay rotary joints. Also included for

comparison are plots of the Euler buckling loads Pcr
of these members. The maximum member loads that

result from the static torsional moment are shown in

figures 12(c) and 12(d). The member loads decrease

with increasing ring diameter, and the loads are lower

in the two-bay rotary joint than those in the one-bay

rotary joint. However, the higher member loads in

the one-bay rotary joint are offset by the greatly in-

creased buckling strength of the members. This effect

is shown in figures 13(a) and 13(b) where the normal-

ized maximum member loads are plotted versus ring
diameter for the static bending and torsion moments.

These plots show that the one-bay rotary joint expe-
riences lower normalized member loads and, thus, is

capable of carrying higher external forces than the

two-bay rotary joint.

The maximum loads in the bearing assemblies

that result from the static bending moment are

shown in figure 14. The thrust component of the

bearing load is the primary component and is nor-

mal to the plane of the ring. The thrust compo-

nent decreases with increasing diameter and is only

slightly greater for the two-bay concept; thus, the
thrust component is not a discriminator. The radial



componentofthebearingloadisasecondarycompo-
nentthat arisesbecausethetransitiontrussmembers
arenotnormalto thering.Thisradialcomponentof
loadis largerfor theone-bayrotaryjoint becauseof
the largeranglesbetweenits transitiontrussmem-
bersandthedirectionnormalto theplaneofthering.
Therefore,thetwo-bayrotaryjoint showsaslightad-
vantageovertheone-bayconceptbecauseofits lower
secondarybearingloads.

Concluding Remarks
Thisstudywasconductedto determinethestruc-

tural performanceof one-andtwo-bayrotary joints
for applicationto SpaceStationFreedom and other

future missions. The cross section of the rotary joint

annular ring was sized with adequate stiffness to min-
imize variation in the vibration characteristics of the

structure as the joint is rotated. Parametric finite

element analyses were performed to determine the
transition truss-member axial stiffness as a function

of ring diameter. These analyses were based on the

criterion that the first bending frequency of a portion
of the Space Station Freedom structure that contains

the rotary joint is the same as that of a similar struc-

ture without a rotary joint. Results showed no signif-
icant difference in the structural masses of the one-

and two-bay rotary joints for ring diameters greater
than 10 ft.

Finally, a study of the load distribution in the one-

and two-bay rotary joints was conducted. Although

transition truss-member loads are higher in the one-

bay rotary joint, these members have significantly

higher buckling strengths; thus, the one-bay rotary
joint is capable of carrying higher external forces.

Little difference was seen between the thrust compo-
nent of the bearing load for the two concepts; how-

ever, the two-bay concept showed lower radial load

components as a result of the shallower inclination

angles of its transition truss members. In summary,

the one-bay rotary joint concept is considered more

attractive because of its higher load-carrying capa-

bility and its lack of need for an ancillary structure
to replace missing truss nodes.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
June 13, 1991



Appendix
Structural Efficiency of a 12-Member
Transition Truss in Extension

Thestiffnessof therotaryjoint isdetermined,to
a greatextent,by that of the12-membertransition
trussstructure.Althoughit isdifficultto determine
an explicit expressionfor the bendingstiffnessof
the transitiontruss,it is easyto determineonefor
its extensionalstiffness.Determiningthestructural
efficiencyof thetransitiontrussin extensionshould
provideinsightinto its efficiencyin bending.

FigureA1 showsthetransitiontrussto beana-
lyzed. It is comprisedof membersof two different
lengths,denotedB and C, and the geometry and

extensional displacement of the transition truss are

symmetric in each 90 ° sector around the ring. The

base width is l, the truss length is 71, and the diam-

eter of the ring is d. The total load necessary to dis-

place the ring A units is P. The ring is assumed to be
rigid; thus, all points on the ring move A in the axial

direction. Because of this, all B members have the

same axial load, and all C members have the same

load. These member loads are called Pn (n = B, C)
and can be derived from figure A2, in which the left

end of member n is fixed and the right end, which is

on the ring, moves an amount A to the right. The

distance from the left end of the member to a longi-

tudinal line through its ring attachment point is f_nl;

thus, the length of the member is l V/_ + _2. The

values of _n, found from the geometry presented in

figure A1, are

_c = (vf2- d/I)/2 (hi)

_B= [l+(l-d/l)2]l/72 (A2)

The component of Pn in the direction of displace-

ment is called Pn, and the value for this component
is

Pn7

Pn - __/f_+ 3_ (A3)
Y

With this equation, the extension in the member _in
can be written as

EA EA 7

where EA is the extensional stiffness of the member.

The similar triangles in figure A2 can be used to

C member- _ f-Annular ring

Figure A1. Twelve-member transition truss under extension.

_l !--
Figure A2. Calculation of member loads for a ring

displacement A.

relate the truss displacement to the extension in the

member by

A = = (A5)
(_ EAT 2

Thus, the load necessary to displace the ring attach-

ment point by an amount A is

AEA7 2
Pn = 2 3/2 (A6)z(72+ 9n)

The total load necessary to displace the ring P is

obtained by summing the contributions from eight B
members and four C members. The result is

p-

(72+95)3/2 (72
(i7)

The equivalent extensional stiffness for the transition

truss can be determined from equation (A7) by di-

viding the load P by the strain (A/71). Defining the

result as EAeq yields

EAeq = 4EA7 3 [ 1 + _2 ]

(A8)

6



Thetotal massM of the transition truss is found by summing the lengths of all members and multiplying the

total by their cross-sectional area A and density p as follows:

The efficiency of a structure can be defined as the ratio of its stiffness to its mass. Typically, in a beam-like

structure, these quantities are cross-sectional quantities and are thus independent of the beam length. However,

in the present study, the mass penalty associated with the rotary joint is considered to be the total joint mass,

regardless of whether the joint occupies one or two truss bays. This consideration accounts for the additional

structure necessary to maintain all truss nodes in the two-bay rotary joint. Therefore, an efficiency parameter

f2 can be defined for the transition structure by dividing the equivalent extensional stiffness presented in

equation (A8) by the total truss mass given in equation (A9). The result is

3 2]= E + + (AlO)
pl + +Z )3/2 + +2( 2+Z )1/2]

1.0

g2
-- .5
F_p

1

One-bay Two-bay
joint joint

I I _ d/l = 1.0

/_dH = 0.75

//...iiI I

I I

I I

I I

I I

.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Y

Figure A3. Structural efficiency of 12-member transition truss
in extension.

For a given material and bay length, _2 is a func-

tion of only the transition truss length ratio 7 and

ring diameter ratio d/l. (See eqs. (A1) and (A2).)

Figure A3 is a plot of the normalized efficiency ver-

sus transition truss length ratio for a series of ring di-

ameter ratios. A one-bay rotary joint is represented

by _ = 0.5, and a two-bay joint by 7 = 1.0. Notice

that for the range of ring diameters presented, the
transition truss efficiency is maximized for a length

between those of the one- and two-bay geometries.

The general trend of these curves is similar to the

plots of frequency versus transition truss length pre-

E/pl
-IT

2.5

2.0

1.5

1.0

.5

.i.-_1 i | i • • , i , , i i | i i i . i .... i .... i
0 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

d/1

I t I i I t I _ I
8 10 12 14 16

d, ft

Figure A4. Mass versus ring diameter for one- and two-bay
transition trusses.

sented in reference 6. A maximum is present be-

cause the efficiency is based on the total truss mass

rather than a lineal mass density. For large ring di-

ameters, figure A3 indicates that the one-bay rotary

joint is slightly more efficient than the two-bay ro-

tary joint. However, as the diameter is decreased,

the member angles of the one-bay rotary joint be-

come large enough to decrease the one-bay efficiency

below that of the two-bay geometry.
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In the main body of the paper,the structural
massesof one-and two-bayrotary joints with the
samebendingstiffnessareplottedversusringdiam-
eter for comparison.A similarcomparison,based
on extensionalstiffness,canbe madefor one-and
two-bayrotaryjoints byplotting 1/f_versusd/l for

_/ = 0.5 and 1.0 as shown in figure A4. This plot

shows the trends previously discussed from figure A3.

For small ring diameters, the two-bay rotary joint is

less massive (more efficient) than the one-bay rotary

joint, but as the ring diameter is increased, the dif-

ference in efficiency of the two geometries becomes

small. The second abscissa in figure A4 shows the

absolute ring diameter based on a 5-m bay size and

is included for ease of comparison with results pre-

sented in the main body of this report. Figure A4

shows the same qualitative trends obtained by using

finite element analysis and considering bending stiff-
ness instead of extensional stiffness. In both cases,

little difference exists in the mass (or efficiency) of

one- and two-bay rotary joints that have large diam-

eter rings.
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Inboard transition
truss

Cross-tie

__ member

truss

-- Bearing assembly
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Figure 3. Discrete-bearing rotary joint concept.

(a) a = 0° (transition truss loads pass directly across ring).

//

/
/

(b) a = 22.5 ° (transition truss loads cause bending and torsion of ring).

Figure 4. Structural characteristics of discrete-bearing rotary joint.
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(a) One-bay rotary joint.

(b) Two-bay rotary joint.
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(c) No rotary joint.

Figure 5. Finite element models of one-half of Space Station Freedom structure.
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(b) Two-bay joint.

Figure 6. Effect of ring thickness on boom frequencies.
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(b) First bending frequency; two-bay joint,

Figure 7. Frequency variation with transition truss-member area and ring diameter.
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(d) First torsion frequency; two-bay joint.

Figure 7. Concluded.
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Figure 8. Ancillary structure accounted for in determining mass of two-bay rotary joint.
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Figure 9. Mass versus ring diameter.
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Figure 10. Comparison of structural mass of one- and two-bay joints.

2500 ft-lbf torsional moment

2500 ft-lbf bending moment

Figure 11. Static bending and torsional moments applied to truss.
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Figure 10. Comparison of structural mass of one- and two-bay joints.
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Figure 11. Static bending and torsional moments applied to truss.
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Figure 12. Maximum transition truss-member load.
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Figure 12. Concluded.
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Figure 13. Normalized maximum transition-truss member loads.
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Figure 14. Maximum bearing loads for bending moment.
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